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INTEREST RATE HYPERFOCUS:
HEALTHY FUNDAMENTALS SHOULD BUFFER RISES
PUTTING RATE INCREASES INTO PERSPECTIVE
Rises in the federal funds rate and US 10-year Treasury yields are causing ripples of concern regarding their
potential impact on multifamily cap rates and property values. The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) will
meet on December 13th and 14th and is anticipated to increase its benchmark interest rate for the second time
since the onset of the recession. The Federal Reserve enacted the first increase in December 2015 from 0.0% to a
target range of 0.25% to 0.50%. Despite this change, U.S. interest rates remained low throughout 2016.
Concerns, however, can be assuaged by the fact that cap rates historically have been proven to be “sticky” in
the face of these monetary forces when economic, demographic, and multifamily fundamentals are solid. “Upon
close technical analysis, the correlation between cap rates and Treasury rates turns out to be tenuous,” as Morgan
Stanley Investment Management notes, a conclusion that TIAA Global Asset Management echoes in their “Real
estate: The impact of rising interest rates” 2016 article. Perhaps The Financial Times’ following analysis puts the
current situation into historical context most succinctly: “Even if they concede a quarter-point increase by the end
of the year, it will leave the Fed on track for the shallowest rate-lifting cycle in modern times.”

PROTECTIVE FACTORS AGAINST RATE HIKES
It boils down to the following: a Fed interest rate hike is a by-product of strengthening economic conditions,
which truly strike at the core of multifamily commercial real estate investment. Various factors provide buffer for
such fluctuations, as detailed below.
Job Growth – The U.S. economy has added an average of approximately 180,000 jobs per month in 2016. The
nation is in its 7th year of economic recovery and consumer confidence returned to a normal range in 2014. The
Conference Boards’ Leading Economic Index (LEI) takes into account a broader range of indicators beyond GDP—
unemployment claims, manufacturing new orders, building permits, stock prices, interest rate spreads, consumer
expectations, and other factors—to provide an assessment of the U.S. economy and its direction. The U.S. LEI is
currently positive; it increased by 0.1% to 124.5 in October 2016 (compared to 100 in 2010) and indicates that the
economy will continue to expand in 2017.
Unemployment Rate – The U.S. unemployment rate as of October is 4.9% and has demonstrated nominal
fluctuations since August 2015. With an average of 180,000 of new jobs being created monthly and a steady
unemployment rate, there is more room for recovery without stirring up inflation.
Investment Horizon & Underwriting – Robust rent growth and value-add programs have fueled NOI across
product tranches. Compounding annual NOI increases from strong fundamentals mitigate rising cap rates over
an extended period. Further, underwriting standards already factor in cap rate increases into valuations as assets
age. As TIAA Global Investors notes, “Investors should not fear cap rate increases that they expect, only the ones
that they do not anticipate.”
Relative Investment Value – A reported 75% of sovereign debt carries 1% or less yield and a third of the debt is
negative; therefore, the prospect of 8% to 10% cash-on-cash returns has continued to drive investment to the
multifamily sector in 2016. Further, the U.S.’ relative economic stability and rule of law remain compelling factors
for foreign investment in the U.S.
Moderated Pipeline – Submarket multifamily development pipeline trends can be misleading; overall, multifamily
unit deliveries are below historical peaks in the majority of markets and construction costs are keeping multifamily
development in check. Further, the current homeownership rate as of the third quarter is 63.5% (65.0% in the
South region). This is the lowest the rate has been since 1965 and represents a significant decline from a high of
69.2% in fourth quarter 2004. Therefore, multifamily rental demand is on the rise.

CAPITAL MARKETS TAKEAWAYS
Per Cushman & Wakefield’s Equity, Debt & Structured Finance (EDSF) November 30th Capital Markets update:
•

“Post-election, Treasury yields are at their highest level since July 2015. Donald Trump has been advocating
infrastructure spending, tax cuts and lighter banking regulation, aiming to promote jobs and boost the U.S.
economy.”

•

“Inflation expectations are rising, driving investors to sell Treasuries and seek protection in other assets less
sensitive to inflation. However, some economists think the low rate environment will persist. Their position is
that the protracted pace of potential infrastructure spending could mute the effect of inflationary pressure,
in addition to growing concerns about prospects for international trade disputes. There is little room for error
in the current economic environment and policy missteps could impact growth and increase demand for safe
haven USTs, which would drive rates back down.”

•

“Due the rapid rise in USTs, expectation is that spreads will compress [through mid-December 2016] to
compensate for the move in indexes. So far, spreads have been slow to tighten dramatically as a result of
volatility.”

•

“Based on Cushman & Wakefield’s Fall 2016 Capitalization Rates Survey, the real estate bull market continues...
In the global context, the U.S. remains a safe haven and the top global market for investors seeking stability
and returns. Fall 2016 capitalization rates compressed from 10 basis points (bps) for multifamily properties…
from their respective Fall 2015 levels.”
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